Discover the world of modern
and agile working.

#MDRN.WORK
A new era of working begins. See how companies and employees can benefit from
the use of deHOSTED solutions and the digitization of the work environment.

Story.
With digitization we are
witnessing the greatest
change in the world of
work since the industrial
revolution. See how our
vision of a modern working world can be a reality for you. As the leading
cloud service provider
for „Modern Work“ in Europe we are developing
on the basis of Microsoft
technology, cloud-based,
high-performance and
secure services for digital company communication and collaboration.

HXA Systems.
With the increasing demand for more mobility, technology, productivity and collaboration
in many organizations, HXA systems innovative solutions are designed to support mobility,
improve organization , enhance privacy within
your workplace and help your business run
smarter. All supported with fascinating apps
available on different platforms turning relatively time consuming tasks into a few button
presses, all while looking sleek.
Modern IoT-cloud technologies of HXA Systems allows better collaboration tools and
improve operations at your organization. The
aim is to enhance Productivity using technology, saving time of employees and helping
them to get tasks done more quickly.

HXA MDRN.WORK - Agile Office.
Dynamic, yet structured – HXA Systems provide the opportunity to set up a complete office
landscape from zero to immediately comprising Private and Open Space advantages or
simply to improve an already existing office
environment or to complement it by some
new structures.
HXA MDRN.WORK is not only designed for an
application in office environments but may as
well be used as a Mobile Office at trade shows
or in public areas or in private as home office.

The DNA of HXA Cube for a
completly new oﬃce expierence

#MDRN.WORK REVOLUTION.
A new hybrid concept combining the advantages of
private and open workplace, integrating the
latest IoT-cloud technologies ensuring a smart, mobile
and noise isolated workspace that stimulates innovation.

HXA Desks.
HXA Desk is more than Just legs holding a
piece of wood, it is time to completely redesign the office desks to something really
smart, modern and suitable for an agile work
environment.
Employees do not have to stick to the same
office desk everyday anymore. HXA Desk is a
smart office desk allows an employee to adjust the desk to his preferred height whether
he wants to sit or to stand up while doing the
work. The superior design of HXA desk with
the surrounded little lights interacts with the
Cloud (e.g skype for business) indicating if
the employee is busy, available or even in a
call avoiding interruptions and increasing the
productivity. HXA Desk is made of high quality
materials makes it extremely solid and comfortable.

HXA Cube.
A mobile and noise isolated room space that
combines the latest IoT-cloud technologies
with an innovative design. A modern and revolutionary solution that Introduces privacy
to open workspace and resolves the problem
of lack of space. The integrated IoT technologies allows an ultimate control over the room
environment achieving the highest levels of
comfort for occupants, saving time, energy
and enhancing overall productivity.

A smart meeting room with simple and modern meeting processes through integrated
calendar system. It can be can be quickly and
easily integrated to your current workplace as
a private office, a meeting room or as a relaxing space. A Perfect solution for those building a new workplace or undertaking a remodel.
HXA cube can be constructed and deconstructed in a short time, without disturbing the
existing building or even introducing inconvenience to the occupants therefore stands as a
unique solution for the best utilization of your
workspace while at the same time, minimizing
costs and stimulating innovation.

HXA SYSTEMS
PRIVATE, FLEXIBLE, CREATIVE

HXA - A Forward Thinkers‘ Revolution .

Smarter Working and Future Workplace are
just some of the currently much used buzz
words which describe a workplace revolution
by using new technologies, in particular Cloud
Services and IoT. These workplace concepts,
which are often promoted as being innovative, have actually existed in their essence
for more than 60 years and have just been
slightly modified. Already back in the 1960ies,
the first prouctivity enhancing concepts were
developed by Quickborner Team in Hamburg
and implemented as what is nowadays referred to as Open Space Offices.

Being one of the leading Cloud Service providers for modern working, the NetTask team
used their know-how to develop a convenient
workspace concept which is suited to keep up
with the age of Cloud and IoT. To achieve this,
it was necessary to join the input delivered by
the best “brains” from different - in order to
start a new revolution of forward thinkers.

Latest studies concerning Open Space Offices
prove that they can contribute to support
productivity between staff by a faster exchange and at the same time optimize workspace
which, by consequence, leads to a decrease
in costs. However, the loss of the employee’s
private sphere as well as of the own creativity
is still an unpleasant yet unavoidable side-effect. This was recently given evidence of in a
study published and particularly initiated by
the University of Sidney (Workspace satisfaction: The privacy-communication trade-off in
open-plan offices). It shows that approximately 50% of all the staff suffers from working
in an open environment, which has a clearly
negative effect on the employees’ state of health.

The unique modularity and mobility as well
as the integration of advanced technologies
basing on a hybrid IoT Cloud platform makes
room for creativity, efficiency and flexibility.

It resulted in HXA Systems, a workspace concept tailored to the use of state-of-the art
technologies, which does not only unify the
person, its environment and technology, but
whose entire design adapts the uniqueness
of nature. The natural shape of the hexagon
is a basic structure that is already featured on
the molecular level.

“
In my opinion, HXA Cube is the most

innovative thing that can happen to the
Open Space Office. Using the IoT technology,
confidential conferences are so easy.
- Thomas Birkner, Sennheiser -

HXA Cube – Basis for private and collaborative working.
Some enterprises have just evolutionarily
started to reduce negative influences of Open
Space Offices by a targeted use of recreation
areas and modern canteens. However, productivity could only be increased marginally
by these measures.
Features, such as presence information
connected with the integrated room calendar
which displays the utilization status of the HXA
Cube, allow the employees a use adapted to
the particular work situation.

The integrated room calendar system shows
all current and planned appointments on displays at the HXA Cube. They can be planned
spontaneously on the HXA Cube or at any time
via calendar invitation by smartphone, tablet
or in Outlook as well. Moreover, the HXA Cube
provides further features of a Smart Office.
The Room Environment Control System turns
each office into a smart one by making light,
air condition or even the projector controllable by app. Essential environment parameters
cannot only be operated by a tap of the finger
but even by voice command.

HXA Cube
Features, Dimensions and
Prerequisites

HXA Cube easy & fast integration.
Combining the newest IoT - Technologies with our modern design gives us the oppurtunity to
offer a wide range of features for our customers. The modular design of the HXA Cube let you
customize the features according to your needs.
We have build the HXA Cube in a way which requires a minimum prerequisites to be integrated
in your work environment.

Prerequisite for the HXA Cube
•
•
•
•

7m² room space
220 Volt power cable
Internet connect (RJ45 Ethernet
Cable or wireless connection)
Exchange Room Calendar Mailbox

HXA Cube is an individual space that
realizes the private atmosphere for
meeting, conferences or private
working in all environments.
- Noise and acoustic reduction
- IoT Ready
- fully automated

The Seperators are specialy developed
to absorb the direct noise.

HXA Desk is the very first working
desk that integrats the newest IoT
Technolgies beside the abilitiy to be
connected to Skype for Business.

The presence status light helps to
reduce disturbance and increases
the productivity of the employees.

HXA Room Calendar Display is a
simple and fast booking system
that organizes the usage of the
rooms in the working environment.
- Microsoft Exchange ready
- Microsoft Office 365 ready

The HXA Desk smart screen is the
main brain which controls all the
integrated technolgies according
to each employee profile.

HXA Hybrid Working Environment
It is the result of 8 years of research and
development. The goal behind was to
merge two worlds together (open workspace & traditional workspaces) with all of
their advantages in one modern & technology integrated workplace.
- increase productivity
- reduce costs
- healthier working life
- newest technologies

deHOSTED Data Security.
The security of company and customer data is now more important than ever. We ensure the highest data
protection and data security through infrastructures operated in Germany and therefore protect you from
possible data access by foreign organizations and authorities.

Your HXA Systems Partner:
NetTask GmbH
Zillplatz 9-10
09337 Hohenstein-Ernstthal
Germany
Phone: +49 3723 769320-0
Fax: +49 3723 769320-999
info@nettask.de
https://www.nettask.de

